July 15, 2011

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Michael Winder, SD DOC Communications and Information Manager

Court Service Officers, Parole and Juvenile Corrections Agents honored

Pierre, S.D. - The work of court service officers, parole agents and juvenile corrections agents is being recognized across South Dakota next week.

Governor Dennis Daugaard and South Dakota Supreme Court Chief Justice David Gilbertson have proclaimed July 17- 23, 2011 as ‘Court Services, Parole Agents and Juvenile Corrections Agents Week’ in South Dakota.

In South Dakota, parole and juvenile community corrections are functions of the Department of Corrections, while probation falls under the supervision of the Unified Judicial System.

As of June 30, 2011, there were more than 24-hundred people on parole and suspended sentence supervision in South Dakota and juvenile corrections agents were supervising more than 7-hundred youth in placement and on aftercare in South Dakota. Nationwide, there are more than five million adults and juveniles that are under various types of community supervision.
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Additional information on parole is available at:
http://doc.sd.gov/parole/services/

Additional information on juvenile aftercare is available at:
http://doc.sd.gov/juvenile/aftercare/